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The hasic principles of semiconductor photochemistry, purticularl~vusing titania as a
semiconductor photocatalyst, are discussed. When a platintrm group metal or its oxide is
deposited onto the surface of a sensitised semiconductor the overall ejiciency of the reactions
it takes part in are ofien improved, especial1.v when the deposits are used as hvdrogen and
ox,vgen catalysts, respectively. Methods of depositing metal or metal oxide are examined,
and a particular focus is given to a photodeposition process that uses a sacrificial electron
donor. Platinum group metal and platinum group metal oxide coated semiconductor
photocatalysts are prominent in heterogeneous systems that are capable of'thephotoreduction,
oxidation and cleavage of water. There is a recent renaissance in M'ork on watei--splitting
semiconductor-sensitised photosystems, but there are continued concerns over their
irreproducibility, longevity and photosynthetic nu ture.
Photosensitisation of a semiconductor involves
its electronic excitation by absorbed photons
which promote its ability to mediate chemical reactions. At the end of such a reaction, the photosensitised semiconductor remains chemically (and
usually physically) unchanged (l), as, generally
speaking, does a conventional catalyst. A semiconductor has a manifold of electron energy levels
Wled with electrons - the valence band (W) and
also a manifold of higher energy levels that are
largely vacant - the conduction band (CB). The
energy difference between these two bands is
called the bandgap energy (Ed.A general semiconductor photosensitisation reaction can be
summarised by:
A

+ -D

semiconductor

A'

hv 2 Ebg

+ D-

(9

where the change in the Gibbs free energy for this
reaction may be negative (the usual reported case)
when photocatalysis occurs, or positive when photosynthesis occurs (24)The
. usual form of a
semiconductor photosensitiser in Reaction (i) is as
particles of micrometre to nanometre diameter,
which are aggregates of nanocrystals. These parti-
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des are used either as a powder dispersion or layered to form thin films (typically, 100-10,000 n m
thick).
Each semiconductor particle can be considered
to act as a micro-photoelectrochemicalcell and the
basic features of such cells for promoting a general chemical reaction, say Reaction (i), are shown in
The left hand side of the diagram
Figure 1 (U).
shows a rough aggregated semiconductor particle
comprised of one or more nanocrystals absorbing
a photon of light of bandgap energy, hv 2 E,. This
generates an electron-hole pair.
The fate of the components of the electronhole pairs determines the overall photoactivity of a
semiconductor. For instance, the photogenerated
electron and hole can recombine in the bulk or at
the surface, probably via trap states. Electron-hole
recombination usually dominates semiconductor
photosensitisation so the overall process is often
not very efficient (typically < 1%) with respect to
photons. If, however, the photogenerated electron
and hole can make their separate ways to the surface of the semiconductor particle, they may react
with species, such as A and D, adsorbed at the surface and drive Reaction (i) forward. The greater the
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Fig. I The kfi hand
side shows the major
deactivation processes
that can occw on a
particle comprising
maiiv nanociptals,
ufter excitation with
light of ultra-handgap
E
enetw has crcated an
electron-hole paic
The processes include:
+
(a) electron-hole
recombination in the hulk,
A
D
D
(6) electron-hole
recombination at the surface.
(c) reduction of an electron acceptor: A , - at the surfiice by a photogenerated electron, and
(d) oxidation of’ an electron donor, D, at the surjace by a photogenerated hole.
The right hand side shows the electron energetics associated with Reaction (i). sensitised by a semiconductor particle
~

overall rate of this process, compared with the
bulk and surface back reactions, the greater the
photo-efficiency of the system.
Charge Transport
In these nanocrystalline semiconductor photosystems the semiconductor is not deliberately
doped and the combination of low or negligible
doping and small size prevents the formation of
any appreciable space charge layer at the surface of
the semiconductorparticles (5-7). This situation is
different from that found in macro-photoelectrochemical cells where the semiconductors are
usually deliberately doped to improve function,
and as a consequence, possess a fully-formed
space-charge layer that allows for the efficient separation of the photogenerated electron-hole pairs
in the layer via migration (6, 7). Most nanocrystalline photosensitiser systems lack a space-charge
region and the photogenerated electronsand holes
move from the bulk to the surface mainly via diffusion.
Despite this apparent drawback, in nanocrystalline materials at least, transport of the charge
carriers (electrons and holes) appears much faster
(10 ps) than bulk recombination (100 ns) and these
materials can thus act as efficient photosensitisers
of reactions at their surface. Obviously, diffusion
is only possible if a concentration gradient is set up
for both holes and electrons and this is thought to
be achieved by trapping states at the surface. For
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most oxide semiconductor photosensitisers, such
as titania and zinc oxide, it is generally believed
that the photogenerated holes are readily trapped
by surface-adsorbed water to form adsorbed
hydroxyl radicals, which can diffuse, or ‘spill over’,
across the photocaralyst surface (24). Recent
work indicates such species can desorb from the
surface and then diffuse into the reaction medium
over distances exceeding tens of microns (8). Due
to the apparent facile hole trapping action exhibited by many semiconductor photosensitisers, the
photogenerated electrons tend to accumulate at
the surface of the semiconductor.For titania these
trap sites are T i 0 surface species, becoming
Ti(IIIT) on trapping the electrons.
Illuminating this system can thus cause a buildup of negative charge on the surface of the
semiconductor particles if an easily reducible
species, such as oxygen,is absent. Electrophoretic
mobility measurements show that on illumination
titania particles are negatively charged (9).
Illuminating ti&
under anaerobic conditions in
the presence of an easily oxidised species, such as
EDTA, causes the photosensitiser to turn blue,
indicaang the presence of Ti(III) (10). The blue
colour quickly disappears when oxygen is admitted
as Ti(I1l) is converted to T i m .
One way to prevent the accumulation of photogenerated electrons on semiconductor particles
is to add easily reducible species, such as ceric
(Ce4+),ferric $e3+) and PtCL” ions; for example
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Fig. 2 Schematic illustrations of the electron energetics
associated with:
(a) the photoreduction of water by a sacrificial electron
donor (SED), sensitised by semiconductor particles
which huve surface deposits of u hydrogen cata!v.st, such
as Pt. Products are formed bv irreversible decomposition.
(b) the photooxidation of water by a sacrificial electron
acceplor (SEA), sensitised by semiconductor purticles
with surjhce deposits of an oxygen catal.vst, such as RuO?.
Products are formed by irreversible decomposition. and
(c) the photocleavage of watec sensitised by
semiconductor particles with su@e deposits of a
hydrogen cuta1v.st and an oxygen catalvst

PtCL,’- is readily reduced to Pt metal. Thus, if a
solution containing titania and HZPtCL, is illumnated, Pt is usually photodeposited onto the titania
surface (11). This is a common way to deposit a
metal on semiconductors.
In semiconductor photochemistry, platinum
group metal (pgm)deposits on the surface of semiconductor particles are often used to act as traps or
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wells for any photogenerated electrons that may
accumulate. The pgm deposits are assumed to
reduce the overall probability of electron-hole
recombination and so increase the overall effidency of the photosystem. Such electron wells must be
continuously ‘drained’ during illumination if they
are to function efficiently.
In the absence of oxygen but in the presence of
water, most pgms, if made sufficiently reducing by
accumulated negative charge, will readily reduce
water to Hz. In this process, most pgms stabilise
the intermediate hydrogen atoms and catalyse their
combination to form Hz. For increased efficiency a
sacrificial electron donor (SED), such as EDTA or
methanol, must be added to remove irreversibly
any photogenerated holes or oxidising species,
such as hydroxyl radicals, from the semiconductor
surface. Many systems that overall photoreduce
water to H:! have been reported, but most utilise an
SED and a UV-absorbing semiconductor photocatalyst.
In water photooxidation by semiconductor
photocatalysis, a sacrificial electron acceptor
(SEA), such as Fe3’ or silver (Ag’) ions, is usually
added to the system to prevent accumulation of
any photogenerated electrons. Oxides of the pgms,
such as RuO, or IrOz, which are recognised 0 2
evolution catalysts (12), are often deposited on the
surface of the semiconductor photocatalyst to
improve the efficiency of water oxidation.
Finally, in studies of water photodissociation by
semiconductor photosynthesis (AG“ > 0), a HZ
and an 0 2 catalyst, both pp-based, are usually
deposited on the surface of the semiconductor
particles to help effect the overall process.
The general electronic features of semiconductor-sensitised photosystems for the reduction,
oxidation and cleavage of water are illustrated in
Figure 2.

Semiconductor Photosensitisers
There are many semiconductor materials but
few that are sufficiently robust photochemically
and chemically to be described as a ‘photocatalyst’
or ‘photosensitiser’. Most semiconductors, such
as CdS, ZnO or tungsten oxide (WO,), are either
photochemically or chemically unstable. For
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Table I

Electronic Properties of Rutile and Anatase
Phase

Ebg,

Anatase
Rutile

eV

E ~ E(vs.
’ NHE), V a t pH 0

3.23
3.02

* Both Ecn and Eva v a 9 with p H :

-0.32
-0.1 1
ECE= Ec&H

instance, CdS can be photoanodically corroded to
form an inert layer of surface sulfur and dissolves
in acid, i.e. it is both photochemically and chemically unstable. ZnO is soluble in alkali and in
complexing agents, such as EDTA. WO, is soluble
in alkali and is mechanically ‘soft’,making production of robust f
ilm difficult. Of the very few
photochemically and chemically stable semiconductor
photosensitisers, one compound
dominates: titania (titanium dioxide), that is TiOz.
Titania exists as anatase, rude and brookite
crystalline forms. The latter is not common, does
not possess good photocatalytic properties and is
rarely used as a photocatalyst. Anatase is generated by the usual low temperature production
methods, such as alkaline hydrolysis of titani u m o compounds followed by calcination at
moderate temperatures (400-500°C). Anatase
readily converts to rude at elevated temperatures
(> 700°C) although this phase change is often
accompanied by extensive sintering (13). As a consequence, rude usually has a much lower specific
surface area (by a factor of 10 or more) than the
anatase from which it was derived.
Titania is chemically and biologically inert, photostable, photoactive and cheap (2-4). In Table I
are key electronic features of anatase and rude.
Their high bandgap energies show that the major
drawback in using them as photosensitisers is that
they only strongly absorb U V hght (rather than
visible light). Titania only absorbs %33% of the
solar spectrum so is of limited use as a photosensitiser in any solat-driven system. Despite this,
much research has been carried out on titaniabased systems for water reduction, oxidation and
splitting, as the photogenerated electrons and
holes on titania have favourable redox potentials
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EVE’ (Vs. NHE), V a t pH 0

=

0) - 0.059x pH;

2.91
2.91
Em

=

Eia(pH = 0)- 0.059 x pH

( E C B -= E”(H’/Hz) and and Em >> Eo(O2/H20)).
Thus, the photogenerated electrons on both rude
and anatase are sufficiently reducing to be able to
reduce water to Hz (E”(H+/Hz)= 0 V). The photogenerated holes are more oxidising than fluorine
( E ” ( F J q = 2.85 V) and can oxidise water to
form hydroxyl radicals (E”(’OH/HzO) = 2.31 V)
or oxygen (E”(Oz/H20) = 1.23 V). Titania is the
most used semiconductor in photosystems for
water reduction, oxidation or cleavage.

Deposition of PGMs and PGM
Oxides onto Titania
In many semiconductor-sensitisedwater reduction, oxidation or cleavage photosystems a
hydrogen catalyst, usually a pgm, and/or an oxygen catalyst, usually a pgm oxide, is/are required,
or used (not quite the same thing), see Figure 2.
The Hz catalysts and 0 2 catalysts described will be
limited to platinum (Pt) and ruthenium dioxide
(RuOz), respectively, the most popular used.
Titania is generally the semiconductor photosensitiser.
An early, now classic, approach to depositing
Pt onto a titania surface is to impregnate the semiconductor powder particles with a pgm salt (for
example HZPtCh) followed by reduction in a
stream of Hz, at 480°C for 15 hours (14).
Another popular method requires the initial
preparation of a citrate colloid of the pgm, followed by destabdisation in the presence of the
semiconductor. Destabilisation of a pgm sol is
achieved by stripping the colloid particles of their
electrostatically protective citrate outer layer (15)
or by coagulating the colloid by addition of an
excess of salt, such as NaCl(l6). Both approaches
produce effective photocatalysts for reducing

-
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Fig. 3 Tvpicul tran.smi.s.sion electron micrograph of a
Degussa P25 titania photocatalyst having Pt island
deposits on its surfuce. generuted by a P t colloid
coagirlatioti method (16). The black arrowhead points to
one of the Pt islands. ?picallv 4 nm in diameter

-

water. A typical titania photocatalyst (Degussa
P25) with a polka-dot coating of 4 nm Pt partcles, created by the colloid coagulation method is
shown in Figufe 3.
Another deposition method involves the room
temperature chemical reduction of a pgm salt in
the presence of the semiconductor in aqueous
solution. The reducing agent is usually sodium
borohydride but, more recently, zinc powder has
been used (17).
However, the most common method of
depositing metals, especially pgms, onto titania and
other semiconductor photocatalysts, is by photodeposition:

-

M"'

semiconductor

+ SED A Md + products (ii)
hv L Ebg

where M"' is the pgm salt and the SED is
methanol or ethanol, but can be almost any easily
oxidised organic solvent, or dissolved species (such
as EDTA or cysteine), or even water. Before irradiation the photosystem must be rendered
anaerobic (usually by sparging the reaction solution
with nitrogen or argon) since 0 2 interferes with
pgm reduction. The first example of Reaction (ii)
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was reported in 1978 by Kraeutler and Bard, with
titania as the semiconductor and water as the SED
(18). To ensure complete reduction of the photodeposited pgm salt to metal, the system was
irradiated under anaerobic conditions for 4 hours;
further, the solution was neutralised, had an excess
of hydroquinone added to it and then maintained
at 50°C for 12 hours under nitrogen. Acetic acid
was soon substituted as the SED, for Reaction (3)
(19). Since then many different SEDs have been
used, although for Pt photodeposition, methanol
or ethanol is preferred.
The key processes behind pgm photodeposition onto the semiconductor particle surface
(Reaction (ii)) are shown in Figure 4. Ultrabandgap irradiation generates an electron-hole pair
that can migrate to the surface, where the photogenerated electron is sufficiently reducing (see
Table I) to reduce most pgm salts to their zerovalence metal form. In titania, the photogenerated
hole is sufficiently oxidising to oxidise water and
most organics.
The organic chosen to remove the photogenerated hole is an SED (easily and irreversibly
oxidised). If methanol or ethanol is the SED, the
initial product of their oxidation via the photogenerated hole or the hyclroxyl radical is an a-radical
that can reduce most pgm salts. Using TiOz photoelectrodes in a study of this system, pgms can be
deposited onto the titania surface by the oxidative
route alone, without involving pgm reduction by
photogenerated conductance band electrons (20).
Obviously, when both pgm reduction routes
(oxidative and reductive) operate (Reaction (ii)
with methanol or ethanol as the SED) for each
photon absorbed two reducing equivalents are
produced. This is often referred to as a 'currentdoubling' effect, as it was first observed as a
d o u b l q in reduction current in macro-photoelectrochemical cells (20).
When pgms are photodeposited via Reaction
(ii), the oxidation state of the deposited metal is
assumed to be zero. (The white titania starting
material is certainly grey at the end of the process!)
However, if the SED is acetic acid or water, Pt is
photodeposited on titania in the Pt (0) and QI), or
Pt QI) and (rv) oxidation states, respectively, and
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Fig. 4 Schematic ilhrstrution showing, under anaerobic
conditions, the electron energetics associated with the
photoreduction of a metal salt (M”’) to.form metul
deposits (M). The sucriJicial rlectron donor (SED). is
.sensitised bv u particle of senziconductor photocutulyst

not Pt(0) as expected and often presumed (21). If
the pgm/semiconductor photocatalyst produced
is used to promote a reduction reaction, such as
water reduction, any pgm deposit not in the (0)
oxidation state will quickly become so upon illumination, due to the reducing nature of the
environment. The need to reduce the pgm deposit
to the (0) oxidation state may be the cause of the
initial ‘induction’ period sometimes observed in
such systems when hydrogen photogeneration is
monitored.
Physical and Chemical Properties
Any semiconductor with a pgm (usually Pt)
deposited on its surface has very different physical
and chemical properties to the original uncoated
semiconductor material. For example, plaiinised
titania samples form poorer dispersions than
unplatinised titania and do not adhere as well to
borosilicate glass (22,23). The pzc (point of zero
charge) and pzzp (point of zero zeta potential) of
a platinised titania photocatalyst decrease with
increasing Pt loading. Thus, at a 5% Pt loading, the
pzc and pzzp for Pt/Ti02 are 5.6 and 5.1, respectively, whereas for naked Ti02 (Degussa P25
Ti02) they are 7.6 and 6.3, respectively (24). The
amount of oxygen photoadsorbed by a titania
photocatalyst decreased with increasing Pt loading
(25). As factors which determine the overall rate of
the process, all these characteristic differences may
be as important (if not more so) as the assumed
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electron-trapping and catalytic actions of the pgm,
especially when taken in combination.
Photodeposition of a pgm oxide (Ru02) onto
the surface of semiconductor particles is usually
achieved by either alkaline aerobic hydrolysis of a
pgm salt, such as RuC?, to RUOZ(26), or thermal
decomposition of the pgm in a high oxidation
state, such as RuO, to RUOZ(27). When an aqueous dispersion of the semiconductor powder is
stirred at room temperature with the pgm chloride
or high oxidation state pgm oxide, the product is
likely to be a highly hydrated form of the oxide:
Ru02.xHz0or ‘RuOq, which is not a good oxygen
catalyst as it is prone to oxidative corrosion (12).
Ru02.xH20 is converted into a more stable and
active oxygen catalyst, such as Ru02 by heat treatment. This ‘thermal activation’ step rarely seems to
be applied and its omission may explain the often
less-than-beneficial effects of ‘RuOZ’ deposits on
sacrificial semiconductor photocatalytic systems for
water oxidation. Indeed, today, most 02-evolving
semiconductor-sensitisedphotosystems do not use
a pgm oxygen catalyst, as it appears superfluous.

Photoreduction and Oxidation
of Water
In the late 1970s and early 1980s research into
artificial photosynthetic systems, such as water
splitting, reached a peak. Work on macro-photoelectrochemical cells incorporaung single-crystal
semiconductor photoanodes had advanced to
micro-photoelectrochemical cells based on semiconductor particles (28). Water photocleavage
using such cells was problematic, but the use of
semiconductor particles as micro-photoelectrochemical cells to mediate water reduction (and
concomitant oxidation of an SED, such as EDTA
or methanol), or water oxidation (and concomitant
reduction of an SEA, such as Fe” ions) proved
easy to achieve and highly reproducible.
Most photocatalysts were able to mediate water
reduction to Hz by SEDs only if a suitable Hz catalyst, such as a pgm, was present. The pgm was
usually deposited onto the semiconductor by one
of the techniques described earlier. The system
also worked well if the pgm was simply mixed in
with the semiconductor in a finely divided form,
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Table II

Systems for the Semiconductor-Sensitised Photoreduction of Water to Hydrogen
References

Electron donor

Hydrogen catalyst

Ti02

biomass (including grass,
wood, algae, seaweed,
cockroach and urine)

Pt (4%)

0.02-0.04

29

TiOz

glucose
MeOH, tPrOH

Pt (12-4%)
Pt (10-0.05%)

29,30

i-PrOH
MeOH-f-BuOH
EDTA

Pt, Pd, Rh, Au (0.5%)
Pt (0.6%)
Pt (2-0.1 Yo)

0.085
-

MeOH
EtOH

Rh(bW33'
Pt

0.03
-

34
35
36

Semiconductor

TiO2
Ti02
TiO2 8, TiOdSi02
TiO2
Ti02
TiO2

for example Pt black. The basic overall process can
be summarised as follows:
SED + 2H'

semiconductor/pgm

products + Hz? (iii)

hv 2 E b g

The semiconductor is invariably anatase. Figure
2(a) shows the electron transfer processes associated with Reaction (iii).
Table I1 contains some of the (now hundreds)
of TiOJpgm sacrificial systems for water reduction (29-36). The most intriguing is the first entry,
where the SED is various types of biomass (29).
Such micro-photoelectrochemical systems were
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then being promoted as potential solar-driven biomass conversion systems to deal with unwanted
biological waste material, such as sugar cane/maize
waste from alcohol production. Nothing came of
this idea, probably due to difficulties of scale-up
and the low conversion efficiencies of such systems. Certainly the quantum yields for hydrogen
evolution, @ ( H 2 ) , are very low (typically 2-4"/0),
and as noted earlier, sunlight contains little W.
An example of Reaction (iii) is given in a study
of the photoreduction of an ethano1:water mix
(5050 V/V)by titania with various levels of deposited Pt (36), see Figure 5. The rate of hydrogen
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Fig. 5 The meusured
vuriatioii of'tiie rate
of'liydrogen evoiirtioti
u s u,firnction of
)!'I. !% Pt 011 u Pl/TiO>

photocutu!vst wheti
illuminnted. The SED
is ethanol (50:50 v h
MVth water). [Pt/TiO2]
= (10 g dni'). The
light source M'US (I
500 W Xe lump.
The irwert diugrum is
an enlurgemerit of'
dutu in the niuiri

diugrani over the
range 0-0.4 wt.% Pt
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Table HI

Systems for the Semiconductor-Sensitised Oxidation of Water to Oxygen
Semiconductor
Ti02
Ti02
Wos
Wos
WOa and Ce02
Ti02
Ti02-WO3

Electron acceptor

Oxygen catalyst

Fe3'
[PtC16]*Fe3' or none

Rh, Ru, Ir, Au, Co or none
-

Ag'
Fe3' and Ce4'
Fe3'
Fe3'

Pt, Rh, Ru, Ru02 or none
RUOZ.XHZO
none
Ru
none

photoevolution is shown as a function of the percentage of Pt (w/w) deposited onto the titania
powder. The Pt is essential for the overall process
to occur, but h g h (> 20 wt.%) Pt levels seem to
have a detrimental effect on the overall kinetics of
the process, probably due to surface screening by
the Pt particles as well as an increased likelihood of
electron-hole recombination. This feature is common and often more clearly seen in this area of
semiconductor photocatalysis.
The semiconductor-sensitised photocatalytic
oxidation of water by an SEA can be expressed by:
semiconductor/pgrn oxide
> products + OZ?(iv)
hv 2 E b g

SEA + 2H20

Figure 2@) shows the electron transfer
processes associated with Reaction (iv). Curiously,
there are far fewer studies of Reaction (iv) than of
Reaction (iii). This may be because the H2-evolving system, nominally providing a route to
generate a useful fuel, would have attracted funding via the 'alternative energy' initiatives available
then. Oxygen photogeneration from water appears
to be a less 'useful' process to study!
Table I11 contains examples of Reaction (iv)
(37-42). These show the dominance of titania as
the semiconductor photocatalyst. Many of the
early examples illustrate the assumption made in
the 1980s, that for efficient water oxidation, an
oxygen catalyst, such as RuOz, should be added to
the system, usually as h e particles on the semiconductor photocatalyst. In fact, the photo-
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@(OZ)
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References

37
11
0.0031

38
39
40

-

41
42

generated hole on titania and wo3 (the two most
commonly used semiconductor sensitisers) is so
oxidising that an oxygen catalyst seems not to be
needed. Work has also shown that water photooxidation is possible without a pgm oxide oxygen
catalyst, if wo3 is the photosensitiser and Fe3+
ions are the SEA (38). Research shows that the
addition of an oxygen catalyst, such as RuO,, has
little or no effect on the ability of Ti02or WOS to
oxidise water to O2 (37,38).
The variation in concentration of the photogenerated oxygen (measured using a Clark cell) in
a W03/Fe3+ photosystem was monitored as a
function of irradiation time for a series of repeat
irradiations, see Figure 6. The rate of photogenerated oxygen decreases with repeated use. This is
due to inhibition by ferrous ions (Fez+) photogenerated during the process (38). Thus, not
surprisingly, Fe3+ions are not a particularly good
example of an SEA material, since the product of
electron scavenging, Fez+,interferes with the hole
scavenging process - water oxidation to oxygen.

The Photocleavage of Water
The semiconductor-sensitised photocleavage
of water into hydrogen and oxygen can be summarised as follows:
H, catalyst/
2H20

semiconductor/O, catalyst

> 2H2f + Oz? (v)

hv 2 E b g

where the H2 catalyst is usually Pt, and the O2catalyst is RuO2 (or more usually RuOZ.XHZO)or
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nothing. The semiconductor photosensitiser is
invariably titania or SrTi03. Reaction (v) has been
and is the subject of controversy. The early claims
of ‘bifunctional’photosynthetic systems, based on
titania, capable of splitting water with high quantum efficiencies (up to 30”/.) under ambient
conditions appear irreprodudble, and now, with
hindsight, unjustified (2, 27). However, interest in
water splitting has recently increased and those
involved suggest that forcing conditions, such as
reduced pressures and elevated temperatures, are
likely to be needed, to help strip out the photogenerated 0 2 and H2 from the system before they
have time to back react (2,43).
Table IV (4442) lists most of the reported
titania- and SrTiO3-based water splitting photosystems. The new interest stems from work by
Sayama and Arakawa in the early 1990s showing
that while Reaction (v) is difficult or impossible in
water at any pH, it can be readily achieved in concentrated (> 2 M) sodium carbonate solution,
using platinised titania (50). The role of the carbonate is not as a pH effect, instead, it is proposed
that peroxycarbonates form in solution and these
somehow enhance oxygen evolution (43).
While it is now accepted that a pgm oxide is not
needed to act as an oxygen catalyst for Reaction
(v), it might be thought that Pt or another pgm will
always be needed in any system where water is
reduced to Hz. This may not be the case. Recent
work has successfully achieved Reaction (v) using
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a layered perovskite, such as K2LazTi,0io,with 3
wt.% deposit of nickel (Ni) as a photosensitiser
material but without a pgm H2 catalyst. The Ni
may be acting as a H2 catalyst (61).
Visible Light Splitting
All these water-splitting systems require Wlight to drive them forward, and although the
visible light photocleavage of water via Reaction
(v) has been claimed, notably using CdS as the
photocatalyst, these fmdings are even more controversial and irreproducible than those based on
titania (2). Reaction (v) has recently been driven by
visible light alone, using delafossite (CuFeO2) as
the photosensitiser, without a separate Hz or O2
catalyst, pgm-based or otherwise (43). Others have
reported that Inl-xNixTa04(x = M . 2 ) coated with
NiO, or ‘RuOZ’, is a visible-light activated watersplitting photocatalyst (62). However, all claims of
water splitting are still controversial and require
reproduction by other groups.
Even if the systems in Table IV can be reproduced, albeit inefficiently, questions of longevity
and their photosynthetic nature remain unanswered. The long search for the ‘Holy Grail’ of
photochemistry: a semiconductor-sensitised system for water splitting that is efficient, long-lasting,
reproducible and driven by visible light, is still far
away. If such a system is discovered it is hard not
to believe that at least one component will be a
pgm, and most probably Pt. Although there is
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Table IV
Systems for the Semiconductor-Sensitised Photocleavage of Water into Hydrogen and Oxygen
Semiconductor

Hydrogen catalyst

Oxygen catalyst

References

TiO?

Pt

none

44-50

Ti02

Pt

‘RuO~’

26,51, 52

Ti02 doped with Cr

Pt

‘RuOn’

53

SrTiOa

Pt, Ir, Pd, Os, Ru, Re or Co

none

54

SrTiOs

Pt

none

55.56

Ti02 and B/TiOn

Pt

none

57

NiO-Ti02

none

none

58

Zr02

none

none

59

BaTi409

none

‘R~02’

60

Ni

none

61

none

‘RuOn’ or NiO

none

none

K2La2Ti301o
Ni,Ta04
CuFeOz

much that still needs to be achieved in developing
semiconductor-sensitised systems for water splitting, another area of research that involves
semiconductor photochemistry and pgms appears
to offer great commercial promise; namely, water
and air purification by semiconductor photocatalysis. This will be discussed in a later issue of this
Journal, and the role of pgms, most notably Pt and
Pd, will be described.

Conclusions
Semiconductors can photosensitise several different reactions, usually with titania as the
semiconductor because of its excellent photochemical and chemical stability and high activity as
a sensitiser. In many cases the presence of a pgm,
or pgm oxide, can improve the overall efficiency
of the photochemical reaction. Of the many methods of depositing a pgm onto a semiconductor
surface, the most popular involves photodeposidon, with ethanol or methanol as an SED.
Depositing a pgm oxide, such as RuOz, can be
achieved by oxidation of a pgm chloride or reduction of a volatile pgm oxide. The physical
characteristics of a pgm-coated semiconductor are

Phfinwn Metals Rev., 2003, 47, (1)
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quite different from those of the original semiconductor material. Semiconductor photochemistry
has focused on systems capable of the photoreduction, oxidation and cleavage of water.
In water photoreduction systems, a pgm as a H2
catalyst is essential, either deposited on the semiconductor surface or intimately mixed with it.
Many systems have been reported and may be precursors of a water-splitting system. The semiconductor-sensitised photooxidation of water has
been less well studied and using a pgm oxide as an
0 2 catalyst does not appear essential, especially if a
stable oxide semiconductor is used as the sensitiser. The latest systems resulung from the renewed
interest in heterogeneous water-splitting photosystems appear to work under visible light
illumination without a pgm-based HZ and/or 0 2
catalyst. However, all reported water-splitting systems are controversial and require confirmation.
Further work is certainly required to create a reproducible, stable, efficient photosystem for water
splitting probably requiring one or more pgms.
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